AND THE ROBOT WENT...
By Michelle Robinson
Pic Robinson
In this cumulative tale, a group of animals assembles a robot: Booo! Bang! Click! Zap! Tippa Tappa! Ooh! Flash! Clang! . . . Surprise!

BIG HERO 6
By Laura Hitchcock
Pic Disney
When a criminal threatens to destroy the fast-paced, high-tech city of San Fransokyo, Hiro designs robotic suits and enhancements for himself and his friends so that they can save the day.

BITTY BOT
By Tim McCanna
Pic McCanna
All of the bots in Botsburg are powering down for the night...but Bitty Bot isn’t tired! Bitty decides to build a rocket and go on a space adventure instead of going to sleep.

THE BOT THAT SCOTT BUILT
By Kim Norman
Pic Norman
When Scott builds a bot, a bippity-bot, sparks fly ... and his entire classroom goes wild. Before long, fiery ants and carnivorous plants, a freaky frog, a big-bellied boa, and an exploding “volcano” have wreaked total havoc. Can Scott’s bot, which started it all, manage the mess? Cheers for the handy hero!

BOY + BOT
By Ame Dyckman
Pic Dyckman
A boy and a robot strike up a friendship despite their differences.

BROBOT BEDTIME
By Sudipta Bardhan-Quallen
Pic Bardhan
Three robot brothers cannot enter “sleep mode” in this hilarious bedtime picture book.

CLINK
By Kelly DiPucchio
Pic DiPucchio
While newer, fancier robots are quickly purchased, Clink, an old-fashioned robot who can only make toast and music, gathers dust and feels downhearted until a young boy enters the shop looking for something special.

COOKIEBOT
By Katie Van Camp
Pic Van Camp
When Harry and his best friend Horsie build a robot that can reach the cookie jar for them, it goes out of control and wreaks havoc around the city.

DISNEY MINNIE: BOW-BOT ROBOT
By Jennifer Liberts
Pic Disney
Minnie gets a robot to help in her store but a malfunction has the robot threatening to destroy the shop.

DOUG UNPLUGGED
By Dan Yaccarino
Pic Yaccarino
Sometimes the best way to learn about the world is to go out and be in it.

FIX THIS MESS!
By Tedd Arnold
Pic Arnold
Robug tries to obey when Jake instructs it to “Fix this mess” but somehow manages to make things worse.

GOODNIGHT, LITTLE BOT
By Karen Kaufman Orloff
Pic Orloff
When it is time for Little Bot to go to bed, his mother does a sleep time routine to facilitate the change to rest, from the normal tooth-brushing and glass of water to match the robot theme.

GUINNESS WORLD RECORDS: REMARKABLE ROBOTS
Finnegan, Delphine
Early I Can
Presents a collection of Guinness world records featuring robots including the largest walking robot, the most therapeutic robot, and the first wireless aquatic toy.

HOW TO CODE A SANDCASTLE
By Josh Funk
Pic Funk
Pearl and her trusty rust-proof robot, Pascal, need to build a sandcastle before summer vacation is over, and they’re going to do it using code.

LITTLE BOT AND SPARROW
By Jake Parker
Pic Parker
A little robot and a sparrow learn about friendship and saying goodbye in this sweet and moving picture book.

LITTLE ROBOT ALONE
By Patricia MacLachlan
Pic MacLachlan
In this charming picture book by Newbery winner Patricia MacLachlan, Little Robot is lonely--until he has an inventive and creative solution.

LOVE, Z
By Jessie Sima
Pic Sima
A little robot named Z finds a message in a bottle signed, "Love, Beatrice" and, unable to learn what love is from other robots, sets out on a quest to find the answer.

POWER DOWN LITTLE ROBOT
By Anna Staniszewski
Pic Stanisze
It’s time to power down for the night, but Little Robot isn’t ready! He quickly opens his stalling program. Luckily, Mom Unit knows exactly how to get him into his sleep module.

ROBOT IN LOVE
By T.L. McBeth
Pic McBeth
A shy robot falls in love but must work up the courage to speak to the shiny, beautiful stranger.

ROBOT POWER
By Cileste Sisler
Early Step
When Crusher builds robots that go out of control and run wild in Axle City, it's up to AJ, Gabby, and Blaze to stop them.

ROBOTS
By Rick Allen Leider
JNF Technology
This fascinating book in the Fact Atlas series explores the history of robots, from the very first robot designed by Leonardo da Vinci to predictions of the roles robots will play in our future.

COULD A ROBOT MAKE MY DINNER?: AND OTHER QUESTIONS ABOUT TECHNOLOGY
By Kay Barnham
JNF Technology
This book takes a fun look at technology by asking and answering a series of quirky yet thought-provoking questions!

ROBOTICS: DISCOVER THE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY OF THE FUTURE WITH 20 PROJECTS
By Kathy Ceceri
JNF Technology
This fun and educational introduction to the exciting field of robotics, the science of designing, building, and operating robots, gives kids the basic tools for creating their own robots using ordinary craft materials and parts salvaged from recycled toys and other household devices.